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The Driving School System: Learning Automated
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Abstract—We present a system that learns basic vision based
driving skills from a human teacher. In contrast to much other
work in this area which is based on simulation, or data obtained
from simulation, our system is implemented as a multi-threaded,
parallel CPU/GPU architecture in a real car and trained with
real driving data to generate steering and acceleration control
for road following. In addition it uses a novel algorithm for
detecting independently moving objects (IMOs) for spotting
obstacles. Both, learning and IMO detection algorithms, are
data driven and thus improve above the limitations of model
based approaches. The system’s ability to imitate the teacher’s
behavior is analyzed on known and unknown streets and the
results suggest its use for steering assistance but limit the use
of the acceleration signal to curve negotiation. We propose that
this ability to adapt to the driver has high potential for future
intelligent driver assistance systems since it can serve to increase
the driver’s security as well as the comfort, an important sales
argument in the car industry.

Index Terms—imitation learning, driving, real-time system,
independently moving object, advanced individualized driver
assistance system

ADVANCED driver assistance systems (ADAS) that adapt
to the individual driver have a high potential for the car

industry since they can reduce the risk of accidents while
providing a high degree of comfort. Conventional systems are
based on a general moment to moment assessment of road
and driving parameters. To arrive at a judgment of the current
situation they use control laws from which they derive output
signals to aid the driver [1]–[4]. However, inter-individual
differences in driving can be large, e.g., it is known that
different people pursue different driving styles, [5], and driving
strategies [6]. It is difficult for conventional control systems
to accommodate these differences which leads to suboptimal
driver support. However, this can have negative effects on the
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driver’s behavior [7], [8], i.e., safety is decreased instead of
increased. Observations like these were the motivation for us
to investigate and build a system that drives in the same way as
its user(s). These reasons also lead to the situation that current
R&D efforts of the car industry focus on systems which take
the driver and its behavior explicitly into account [9], [10].
In addition to the safety aspect, such systems will also be
accepted more easily by the user because they will provide
more comfort; an important sales argument.

In the current study we will describe a system based on
imitation learning, hence, a system that learns to interpret
basic aspects of the road (lanes) in the same way as its driver,
reproducing the driver’s actions. In addition we demonstrate
its use as a basic driver assistance system by issuing warning
signals if the driver deviates from his/her predicted default
behavior. The so-called DRIVSCO1 system is realized by a
multi-threaded, parallel CPU/GPU architecture. It is vision
based, operates in real-time on real roads and also includes a
novel form of data driven detection of independently moving
objects (IMOs). The system has been designed for the use on
motorways and country roads.

Before describing the details of our system and comparing
it to the literature (see State of the Art), we will shortly explain
its structure as a guideline for the reader (Fig. 1). Thus, this
paper is organized as follows: in Section I the overall structure
of the system is presented. It is compared to the state of the
art in Section II, its realization explained in Section III and
results presented in Section IV. In Section V we conclude and
discuss the presented work.

I. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The overall structure of the DRIVSCO system is shown in
Fig. 1. The yellow box, “human sense-act”, symbolizes the
human driver who senses the environment, denoted by the
“world” box, and responds to it with adequate driving actions,
“act”. At the same time the system senses the environment,
“system sense”, via recorded image frames. The sensing
process consists of detecting left and right street lanes, “sense
lane”, and IMOs, “senseIMO”. The latter refer to objects that
move with respect to the static environment, where detection
is not restricted to predefined objects such as other cars or
motorcycles. If an IMO is detected a warning is triggered,
“warning IMO”, if it is considered to affect the driver (see
Section III-D). Once lane detection is initialized it is compared

1short for Driving School.
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the DRIVSCO overall system struc-
ture. The notation t− 1 indicates an earlier time frame.

to a prediction about the expected lane positions, “generate
lane expectation”, which is obtained by using previously
captured human action data and the previously detected lane,
indicated by the notation t − 1, to predict the current lane
structure. This way incorrectly detected lanes can be filtered
out (see Section III-E). The learning system is realized by
the perception-action repository, PAR, depicted as the gray
container in the figure, which serves as the system’s memory
where it can store its observations and retrieve them at a later
stage (see Section III-F). The experience stored in the PAR is
a state vector containing a concise lane description extracted
from the current image frame and sequences of preceding
and succeeding action data. Thus, there are two modi: 1)
training, during which the system gathers experience to fill
the PAR, denoted in blue “system training mode” (explained
in Section III-F2), and 2) retrieval during which the system
queries the PAR to retrieve stored knowledge denoted in green
“system query mode” (see Section III-F3). Since the goal is
to learn lane following, i.e., context-free driving, training the
PAR requires the recorded data to be filtered to free it from
context-dependent scenes, comp. Section III-F1. This makes
the training phase a demanding procedure which is done off-
line, i.e., not during driving. The retrieval mode however, can
be used off- and online. Based on accumulated PAR returns,
action plans for expected human steering and acceleration
behavior for lane following are predicted, “prediction of action
sequences” (see Section III-F4). To demonstrate the system’s
use as an assistance system the predicted action sequence is
compared to the driver actions and a warning is issued if they
are differing too much, “warning driving” (see Section III-F4).
In other words, the driver is informed when deviating from his
or her learned default driving behavior. The warning signals
are displayed on a screen close to the driver, shown in Fig. 2c
and 4.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Since our work aims at generating sequences of future
driving actions based on visual sensory input it is closely
related to vision based autonomous driving. Many approaches
in this field rely on control theoretic white-box methodologies,
i.e., they are based on predefined analytical models and control

laws. This has led to some well performing systems, e.g., [11]–
[14], however, drawbacks are the dependency on predefined
knowledge, and the difficulty of developing models and control
laws which restricts the design process to experts. In addition
these systems do not, or only in a limited way, provide a
means for individualization. By contrast, imitation learning
[15] aims at extracting a policy for a given task by using
examples provided by a teacher. This reduces the amount
of required a priori knowledge and the need of explicit
programming and thus facilitates human computer interaction.
A famous example of imitation learning for driving is the
ALVINN system [16]–[19] where actions of a human driver
were associated with concurrent visual input from a camera
via a neural network. The inputs to the network were the
pixel values of the (downscaled) camera image and the output
was a distribution of steering angles. Velocity control was
handled by the driver. Further imitation learning work by
Pasquier describes the learning of several driving skills with
a fuzzy neural network [20]. Such motor skills are difficult
to formalize and the fuzzy net represents a way of capturing
semantic rules from continuous control input. It was aimed
at emulating the role of the cerebellum during cognitive skill
learning, and the algorithms for lane following were tested in
simulation. Similar work, but dealing with helicopter flying,
was reported in [21]. A novel form of inverse reinforcement
learning [22] was introduced in [23] and applied to learning
particular driving styles from example data obtained from
simulation.

The EU funded project DIPLECS [24] reports similar goals
to ours, however, DIPLECS does not aim at building a
complete system. Research conducted at Motorola [25] aims
at building an adaptive driver support system using machine
learning tools. Its architecture was partially implemented in a
prototype system built upon a simulator.

In addition to lateral control (steering), new generations of
driver assistance systems will contain support for longitudinal
control (velocity) during curve negotiation, e.g., [26]. Current,
(non-imitation based) methods are usually not taking the street
trajectory into account but simpler aspects like an obstacle
in front (e.g., Adaptive Cruise Control systems using radar
or laser for obstacle detection), known speed limits (e.g.,
Intelligent Speed Adapters and Limiters [27]) or leading
vehicles (e.g., [28]). Focusing on curve negotiation and based
on imitation learning are [20], [29] and [30], which all employ
fuzzy neural networks trained on human control data.

Our work, unlike similar approaches, describes the real-
ization of a complete system implemented in a real car that
learns the prediction of action plans, i.e., sequences of steering
and acceleration actions, together with a novel form of IMO
detection. One big difference to others is that we use data
obtained from real car driving and not from a simulator.
(Most of the presented algorithms were first tested on a robot
platform as reported in [31].) By contrast to the implicit
mapping between sensory input and actions achieved with
the neural network in the ALVINN project, our lazy learning
approach [32] realized by the PAR allows the preservation
of human interpretable information processing at all stages.
Although this comes at the cost of having to store more data,
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Fig. 2: System integration in the car. (a) Mounting for the
stereo camera system. (b) Fixation of the computer in the
trunk. (c) Installation of the monitor in the car.

it is highly beneficial concerning intuitive error analysis.

III. SUBMODULES AND METHODS

A. Hardware

The used car is a Volkswagen Passat provided by the
DRIVSCO partner Hella KGaA Hueck & Co (Lippstadt, Ger-
many). The following sensory data is accessed via the CAN-
bus: steering angle, indicating the steering wheel’s position
and taking values between −360◦ (left steering ) and 360◦

(right steering), velocity in km/h, longitudinal acceleration
taking values between −10m/s2 and 10m/s2, and curve radius
measured by a gyroscope and taking values between −15000m
and 15000m. Furthermore a camera stereo rig is mounted
behind the windscreen as shown in Fig. 2a. We use two color
Pulnix TM-1402CL cameras which deliver 1280×1024 raw
Bayer pattern images at a frequency of 20 Hz. Furthermore a
Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver was added to allow
the visualization of driven routes, for which we used Google
Maps, comp. Fig. 6. All computations are carried out on a PC
with an Intel Core i7 - 975, 3.33 GHz quad–core processor
with Simultaneous multi-threading (SMT) enabled and 12 GB
RAM. The used graphics cards are an NVIDIA GTX295 for
computation and a smaller one for displaying purposes. The
PC is kept in the car’s trunk as shown in Fig. 2b and the output
of the system is shown on a screen next to the steering wheel
as shown in Fig. 2c.

B. System Architecture

The backbone of this work is its realization as a multi-
threaded, pipelined real-time system where shared memory is
used for interprocess communication. Due to the complexity
of the pipeline structure and the involvement of multiple
CPU-cores and multiple GPUs in its computation, we have
developed our own modular architecture. By simplifying the
coordinated use of the heterogeneous computational resources
in modern computers, this architecture allows for indepen-
dent development of the individual processing stages. To our
knowledge, no such CPU/GPU pipeline framework combining
task- and data-parallelism exists, allowing a stage to share
data with multiple other stages — e.g., the output of the
preprocessing stage is used by both ”lane detection” and
”dense vision”, as seen from Fig. 3. The system structure from
Fig. 1 is realized by the architecture shown in Fig. 3. Each
information processing entity is referred to as a stage and runs
in a thread as indicated. All stages are connected through a

Fig. 3: The realization of the DRIVSCO system. Boxes denote
processing stages and the dashed frames indicate individual
parallel threads. Arrows denote the information flow, with the
exception that the display stage connects to all stages. The
”PAR“, ”dense vision“ and ”IMO detection“ are key parts of
this system. The notation t−1 indicates an earlier time frame.

pipeline where communication is realized by shared memory
buffers to which processes can write to and read from. The
processing time of each individual stage is below 50ms and
the entire system works at the camera rate of 20 Hz. The
“preprocessing”, “dense vision” and “IMO detection” stages
involve massive computations but achieve a frequency of 20
Hz through the use of two GPUs while all other processes run
on the CPU. The “CAN-bus capture” stage is triggered every
50ms and makes the relevant car CAN-bus data available to
other processes. During the “image capture” stage raw camera
data is received and white level calculations are performed
to control the camera’s shutter time. The images are then
undistorted, rectified and downsampled to 640 × 512 pixels
during the “preprocessing”. The boxes “lane detection”, “dense
vision” and “IMO detection” are explained in Section III-E,
III-C, and III-D in detail. In addition a special display unit
is integrated which connects to all buffers in the pipeline
allowing the user to view the output of any stage, including
the generated warning signals by means of a graphical user
interface (GUI). A screenshot of this GUI is given in Fig. 4.

It shows a current image with detected lanes on the left,
and a history and prediction of steering angles of two seconds
on the right. The prediction is plotted in blue and the actual
human steering in red. In addition the computed egomotion
from the IMO detection stage is displayed in green. The gray
dashed boundaries around the prediction indicate predefined
threshold values used to issue a warning if exceeded by the
actual driving. In this case the ”unexpected driving” button
below the displayed lane detection image is flashed. The
system can also conveniently be used in an off-line mode to
replay recorded scenes which is important for error analysis.
Note, this display is designed for R&D purposes and should
be simplified for a real driver assistance system.

C. Dense Vision

The visual cues used for the IMO detection are computed
during the “dense vision” stage, see Fig. 3. Dense vision
algorithms process the visual signal in its entirety, as opposed
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Fig. 4: One tab of the system GUI, showing the detected lanes
in the current image on the left and a history of prediction
and steering angles of two seconds on the right along with the
computed egomotion. Thresholds are shown in gray.

to sparse vision algorithms that only operate on interest
points such as edges or corners. The cues used here are
dense disparity (the horizontal difference in image location
for corresponding pixels in the rectified left and right image)
and optical flow (the 2D image motion of each pixel). The al-
gorithms used rely on the phase of quadrature pair Gabor filter
responses [33] (Fig. 5B), extracted at multiple orientations and
scales, to establish correspondences. The GPU implementation
[34] of a phase-based algorithm [35] is used to compute optical
flow (Fig. 5C). This algorithm integrates the temporal phase
gradient across orientation, and gradually refines its estimates
by traversing a Gabor pyramid from coarser to finer levels.
The optical flow is computed for the left video stream only.
The dense disparity algorithm (Fig. 5D) is very similar to
the optical flow algorithm but operates on phase differences
between the left and right image as opposed to temporal phase
gradients. These aspects are described in more detail in [36].

D. IMO Detection and Warning

Recent (off-line) approaches for the detection of IMOs have
achieved very good results using model-based techniques [37],
[38]. One limitation of such approaches is the difficulty to
detect IMOs early on. Distant objects will occupy only small
patches in the image that are difficult to match to the model.
Another limitation is that moving objects, for which no model
is provided, cannot be detected and are simply ignored by
the system. In this work we rely on a model-free detection
mechanism that is more general in the sense that it will respond
not only to cars, but to any sufficiently large (11× 11pixels)
moving object. The IMO detection component combines
dense vision cues (optical flow and stereo, see Section III-C)
in real-time to compute egomotion (the rotation and translation
of the camera) and independent motion (the parts of the image
that move with respect to the static environment) to detect an
IMO in front.

The whole process is complex and cannot be described in
detail in the current paper. Please refer to [39] for further infor-
mation. Here, we will give only a short overview summarized
in Fig. 5. A nonlinear instantaneous-time model [40] is used

left image
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A B

C D
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Fig. 5: Real-time IMO detection. Multi-orientation, multiscale
Gabor filter responses (B) are extracted from the stereo image
pair (A) and used to compute dense optical flow (C) and
stereo disparity (D). The horizontal and vertical optical flow
is color-coded from -15 (dark red) to +15 pixels (dark blue)
and the stereo disparity from -50 (dark red) to +20 (dark
blue) pixels. Combined with egomotion (E, extracted from
the optical flow, not shown) these cues allow the extraction of
independent motion (F, likelihood increases from blue to red).
This independent motion signal is gathered in a fixed region
of the image (G) and when it exceeds a threshold, a warning
is issued.

to extract egomotion from the optical flow. To obtain optimal
estimates, an iterative minimization procedure is used that
relies on M-estimation [41] for outlier compensation. A total
of 32 different initializations are explored to deal with local
minima. The data-intensive parts of the algorithm run entirely
on the GPU. Independent motion is detected by evaluating the
depth/flow constraint [42] at each pixel. Deviations from this
constraint point to inconsistencies between the optical flow,
disparity and egomotion and result from noise or independent
motion. The deviations are assigned to independent motion if
they comply with a 3D translation model in a local region
surrounding the pixel (Fig. 5F). To detect a moving vehicle
in front, the (pixelwise) independent motion signal is accu-
mulated inside a fixed region in the image (blue rectangle in
Fig. 5G). A warning is issued when more than 30% of the
pixels within this box are considered independently moving.

E. Lane Detection and Filtering

A large number of lane detection algorithms has been re-
ported which can roughly be divided into feature- and model-
based methods, see e.g., [2]. The former detect street lanes
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bottom-up, i.e., based on certain low-level features like inten-
sity gradients, edges, color etc. e.g., [43], whereas the latter
aim at identifying image parts corresponding to a predefined
lane or street model, e.g., [44], [45]. Both approaches have
known advantages and disadvantages, feature-based methods
can detect arbitrary shapes but might add erroneously detected
image parts into the returned street detection. The more re-
stricted model-based methods are more robust to disturbances
like occlusions, noise and shadows, however they are restricted
to predefined lane shapes making them less flexible. To detect
lanes in incoming image frames we employ a simple and fast
(real-time, i.e., 20Hz) feature-based algorithm which works
similar to contour tracers used in computer vision. First, edges
and pixel orientations are computed by using standard com-
puter vision techniques (Canny and Sobel operator, [46], [47]).
Second, line segments are constructed by joining nearby edge
pixels with similar orientations. Then, nearby line segments
are further joined resulting in longer lines. Thus, a list of
lines which might contain small interruptions is obtained. The
parametrization of a lane can be seen from Fig. 7a.

The left and right lane are expected to be the longest of
these lines starting in a particular area at the bottom of the
image. During initialization this area is determined manually,
and further tracked using a Kalman filter [48]. This is very
simple and requires almost no a priori knowledge or initial
image preprocessing, i.e., it works on raw intensity images
containing street lanes from a single camera. To correct against
false positives we apply an additional filter which uses 3D
information to verify if the detected lane is on the ground
plane. This is achieved by using the computed dense stereo
map (see Section III-C) which attaches 3D information to each
point of the extracted lane in form of disparity values. There
is a linear relationship between disparity values and horizontal
image coordinates and the filter checks whether the extracted
lane fulfills this criterion. Since the disparity contains noise,
we use RANSAC [49] to fit a line to the disparity data of the
extracted lane. If an estimate with slope in a tolerable range
can be fitted, we believe that the lane is on the ground plane,
otherwise it is rejected.

As indicated by the entry “generate lane expectation” in
Fig. 3 a final feedback mechanism aids the stability of the
lane detection by generating lane expectations based on the
human behavior. The velocity and steering angle of the car is
used to derive its Rigid Body Motion (RBM), which is then
used to predict the position of a detected lane one frame ahead.

The expected lane is then used for filtering the lane detection
in the following frame by comparing both and rejecting the
detection if it differs too much from the prediction.

F. The Perception-Action Repository

The PAR serves as the system’s memory. It stores its
(driving) experience and retrieves it at a later stage. The idea
is based on the assumption that a human executes a stereotypic
driving behavior according to the street trajectory he or she
sees in front. A straight street ahead will be followed by
straight steering for a while and probably some acceleration,
a sharp turn will cause the driver to decelerate and to steer

Fig. 6: The tracks on which training data was recorded, (a) s03
(1km), (b) s05 (2km), (c) s06 (1km), (d) long tour between
Lippstadt and Beckum (69km).

accordingly, etc. To let the system learn this, we store a
description of the street ahead together with sequences of
human driving data that he or she issued after having observed
that street. This is the training phase. After this follows the
retrieval phase during which the system can use incoming
street trajectory descriptions to query the PAR (similar to a pat-
tern matching process) and obtain adequate driving sequences.
The fact that we use sequences instead of single step actions
allows us in a subsequent step to compute an expected human
driving behavior that reaches to some extent into the future,
i.e. we predict future sequences of human driving actions. To
demonstrate the system’s use for driver assistance we issue
warnings if the actual human driving data differs too much
from the computed expected driving. In the following we
explain what data we use and then formalize the individual
steps.

1) Data, Default Driving and Preprocessing: We use a data
set from a single driver recorded and provided by Hella KGaA
Hueck & Co2. It consists of three repeatedly driven tours to
which we refer as s03, s05 and s06, comp. Fig. 6a-c, and a
track that we denote “long tour”, see Fig. 6d, which was driven
twice.

The data predicted is steering and acceleration from the car
CAN-bus, see Section III-A. Due to trends and a too high
variance found in general in the velocity data we used the
acceleration signal which we found to be better predictable.

The goal is to learn the default human behavior concerning
steering and acceleration for lane following in context-free
situations. By this we mean driving without additional traffic
and without special situations, like intersections, etc. This
requires filtering the original driving data to clean it from
context-afflicted situations, which can be achieved by using the
IMO detector to identify and exclude situations with IMOs in
front as well as by using inconsistencies in the lane detection to
identify and exclude situations like intersections. Hence, PAR
entries for lane following are based on context-free driving
examples.

2Parts of this set are available at the web-page [50].
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In addition to the acquisition of context-free situations we
also remove action sequences that are obvious outliers as
described in the following. In Fig. 7b and c fifteen steering
and acceleration signals from the same track and driver are
shown along with their means plotted in black. We observe a
much higher variance in the acceleration data than for steering
which is quantified by the mean signal to noise ratio, SNR (we
compute E[ |µ|σ ], with µ being the mean and σ the standard
deviation), where a high SNR indicates good and a low one
bad predictability of a signal. For the shown data we obtain
an SNR value for steering of 7.43 and for acceleration 0.62.
By removing outliers (which are detected by an automatic
procedure during which the individual signals are compared
to the mean) the latter can be increased to 1.3. In Fig. 7d black
signals are those acceleration signals found to be sufficiently
similar and others (differently colored plots) are the ones that
were sorted out. The sequence closest to the mean is plotted
in red. This data is what we use for training the PAR, as will
be explained in Section III-F2.

Driving data assigned to similar situations is averaged dur-
ing training. Similarity is defined by the resemblance between
left and right street lane of the observed image and one
already contained in the PAR as well as a short sequence of
previous steering data. A formal definition is given in Section
III-F3. Hence, for tracks that are being driven multiple times
the system defines the default human driving behavior over
the mean of the action sequences obtained from driving on
the same track as exemplary shown by the black plot in
Fig. 7b. Note, however, learning starts with the first entry
in the PAR and every additional information just improves
the performance of the perception-action mapping. Single-
example performance is reliable for steering, but remains
restricted for acceleration control, see Section V. Note, as
curve shapes are fairly similar, after some learning the system
is able to generalize into unseen curves. This will be shown
later (see Fig. 11).

Since the signals predicted by the PAR should correspond
to the default behavior of the human, i.e., the mean action-
signal, we evaluate the performance of the PAR by comparing
its output against the human action sequence closest to the
mean signal, i.e., the red plot in Fig. 7d, (which we do not
include in the training data.)

2) PAR Training: The information stored as experience
in the PAR is a state vector, s, containing a description
of extracted left and right street lane (vleft, vright) from a
current image frame, It. Here, t denotes the time of the image
observation3. Because we found that only a description of the
street ahead is not sufficient to distinguish different driving
situations from each other, e.g., a straight street can lead
to acceleration or no acceleration depending on the current
velocity, we also store a short sequence of previous steering
(spast). We use a fixed number of m = 50 discrete steering
actions that preceded It. Thus, the state vector is as given in
eq. 1. To each such state vector we assign sequences of future
human driving actions executed after the observation of It,

3Time is measured in discrete time steps according to the camera’s image
capturing frequency.

a b

c d

Fig. 7: (a) The extracted street boundaries described by poly-
lines and the corner points. The vectors of the corner points
(c0l/r , c1l/r

. . . ) for left and right lane constitute the visual state
description. (b) Steering and (c) acceleration signals from
fifteen runs from the same track and driver. The mean is
plotted in black. “SNR” refers to signal to noise ratio. (d) The
sequence closest to the mean is shown in red. Black signals
are considered to be sufficiently similar.

which we refer to as sfut and afut. The length of the sequences
stored is supposed to resemble the number of actions necessary
to cover the part of the street observable in It. Since we do
not know exactly how many actions this corresponds to, we
use a fixed value, n = 100, which is 5 seconds of driving
corresponding to 97m at a speed of 70km/h which we consider
reasonable for country road driving. Thus, a PAR entry, e, is
as given in eq. 2.

s = {vleft,vright, spast}, state vector (1)
e = {s, sfut,afut} PAR entry (2)

The action sequences spast/fut and afut

spast = [st−1, st−2, . . . , st−m] (3)
sfut = [st, st+1, . . . , st+n] (4)
afut = [at, at+1, . . . , at+n] (5)

with s and a denoting single steering and acceleration signal
values (actions).

The descriptions of the left and right street lane (vleft/right)
are linear approximations (polylines) of the extracted lanes in
image coordinates, obtained by applying the Douglas-Peucker
method [51]. We store this as vectors containing the corner
points of the polylines as visualized in Fig. 7a, thus:

vright = [c0r , c1r , . . . , clr ] (6)
vleft = [c0l

, c1l
, . . . , cll ], (7)

with ll and lr denoting the lengths of vleft and vright.
During the training phase a new entry, e (comp. eq. 2), is

added to the PAR if it represents new knowledge, i.e., if no
entries are already available containing similar information.
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Precisely an entry is added if: a) there is no other entry
already in the PAR with vleft and vright having the same lengths
as those contained in the probed entry, in other words if a
completely new street trajectory is observed, or b) if there are
such entries, but none of them have a state vector similar to
the one probed for adding. Two state vectors are similar if the
differences between their components are each below a fixed
threshold, i.e., if eq. 8 and 9 are fulfilled:

ε v ≤ thresh v (8)
ε spast ≤ thresh spast (9)

where ε spast is the summed, squared difference between the
entries of spast of two state vectors, and ε v = ε vl + ε vr,
and ε vl/r are the sums of the normalized, weighted and
summed euclidean differences between vleft and vright of two
state vectors, see eq. 10.

ε vl/r =
1
ll/r

ll/r∑
i=0

ω[i]
√

(v[i]left/right − v∗[i]left/right)2, (10)

where the star in v∗[i]left/right indicates that it is an entry of
another state vector, and ω is a weight vector with ω[i] ≥
ω[i+1]. The weighting punishes differences between two lanes
close to the image bottom more than differences appearing
closer to the horizon.

The PAR is complete if a predefined number of entries is
reached, or the two cases in which entries are added to the PAR
as just described do not occur anymore. Note, training is done
off-line (hence, not during driving). This would be desired
also in any commercial system as the training procedure is
demanding (due to the removal of context-dependent scenes)
and should thus take place when the car is not operating.

3) PAR Retrieval: To retrieve information from the PAR it
is queried with a current state vector which is compared to
all PAR entries whose vleft and vright have the same lengths
as those in the queried state vector. The action sequences
attached to the most similar PAR entry are returned. Similarity
is defined by computing the differences between the single
entries of two state vector entries, i.e., ε v, ε spast, as defined
above, and the most similar entry is the one with the lowest
overall differences.

Thus, the return parameters of a query are either: 1) the
differences ε v and ε spast between the most similar PAR entry
and the query, and the action sequences sfut and afut assigned to
the most similar entry, or: 2) an indication that no match could
be retrieved. The latter occurs either when there was no entry
that the query could be compared to, or the best found match
was unacceptably bad, i.e., the assigned differences exceeded
predefined thresholds.

4) Prediction of Action Sequences: Because the PAR is
queried every time step, sequences of driving behavior more
or less appropriate to the queried situation are obtained. The
degree to which the returned actions correspond to the queried
situation is indicated by the returned differences ε v, ε spast.

Since it is unlikely that identical state vectors are obtained
multiple times even on the same track, a mechanism for
generalization is required. That is, the system must compute
adequate driving actions based on the more or less appropriate

Fig. 8: Gray lines are PAR returns for steer and the computed
expected human driving sequence is drawn in black. The gray
rectangle indicates a vector gbuf containing all action signals
of a certain time step used for averaging, see text.

PAR returns. We postpone this step until retrieval time as
typical for lazy-learning algorithms ( [32], [52]–[54]) which
are often used in imitation learning (compare [15]). The final
expected human driving sequences are generated by keeping
the latest k query results for steering and acceleration, and
simply averaging over values belonging to the same time
step (gray box in Fig. 8). Assuming that these values are
contained in a buffer gbuf, see Fig. 8, a single predicted action
is computed as given in eq. 11.

at =
1
|gbuf|

|gbuf|−1∑
i=0

gbuf[i]. (11)

Thus, every action command in the resulting prediction is a
linear interpolation between the examples learned before. This
is similar to the k-nearest neighbor algorithm which uses k
closest training examples to compute a value for the variable
of interest. Thus, the learning begins to work already with
one single entry in the PAR and improves on repeatedly seen
tracks just as a human driver would, too. For a final smoothing
we apply a moving average filter (windowsize=10) on the
resulting signal.

We implemented a simple warning mechanism to the system
to demonstrate its use for driver assistance. A warning is
generated if the actual human steering deviates too much from
the expected driving given by the computed prediction and
specified by a threshold determined empirically based on the
off-line analysis of the test-drive sequences.

Fig. 4 exemplary shows the actual driving, the prediction
and the thresholds.

G. Algorithmic Flow

The algorithmic flow of the system concerning action pre-
diction is summarized in Fig. 9.

No output can be generated if lanes could repeatedly not be
detected, or if they were repeatedly mis-detected, i.e., other
items erroneously identified as lane. Some critical cases can
be compensated by other mechanisms, e.g., the generated lane
expectation can be used in case of an undetected lane. If this
prediction is considered unreliable the previous action plan
can be used for as long as it contains entries. In this case the
control is open loop and only single action commands can be
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Fig. 9: Algorithmic flow of the driving system (UML activity
diagram).

issued. In the optimal case the system returns a sequence of
action commands as described in Section III-F4.

IV. RESULTS

The performance of the IMO detection is reported in detail
in [39], thus here we focus on the lane detection and the
learning system.

The developed lane detection algorithm was evaluated on
each tour of the available data set which comprised a variety
of country roads with both clear and damaged lane markers (a
total of 11.400 frames with humanly detectable lane markers
present in 11.055 frames). In 98.9% of the 11.055 frames a
valid lane description was extracted. In 5.6% of these cases
only the left and in 8.5% only the right marker was detected.
Both markers were found in 84.8% of these cases.

To evaluate how well the action predictions match the
human default behavior we use the provided data set.

After filtering it, as explained in Section III-F1, approxi-
mately 80 min. of training data were obtained, resulting in a
PAR with 90,470 entries, adequate for evaluating the system
performance. First, we test the performance on a known track,
i.e., one that the system had seen before. For that we train the
PAR with all runs but the one closest to the mean which we
consider to resemble the human default behavior as explained
in Section III-F1 and which we use for testing. The smoothed
steering and acceleration signals from the algorithm are plotted
against the signal generated by the human for s03, s05, and
s06 in Fig. 10. As an additional measure of similarity we
compute the correlation coefficient of the two signals (human
and prediction). For steering and acceleration prediction we
obtain for s03 0.99 and 0.81, for s05 0.93 and 0.73, and for s06
0.97 and 0.67. Thus, all predictions are very good, however the
steering signal is better approximated than acceleration, which
is as expected from the computed SNR in Section III-F1.

For testing the performance on an unknown track we train
the PAR with all available data except that from the track
we test for. The result is shown in Fig. 11. We chose s05,
which contains a very sharp turn (see Fig. 12) leading to two
typical phenomena discussed below. The resulting steer and
acceleration predictions in comparison to the human signal are

Fig. 10: Results for steering (left column) and acceleration
(right column) prediction for known tracks. “cc” denotes the
correlation coefficient value between the human generated
signal and the synthesized one.

Fig. 11: Results for steering (left) and acceleration (right)
prediction on an unknown track.

a b

Fig. 12: (a) Entering a sharp turn in s05 at t = 200. (b) Too
short detected lanes.

shown in Fig. 11. The steering prediction is very close to the
human signal, but the acceleration is less reliable. In particular
it can be seen from the plotted acceleration prediction in Fig.
11 that the sharp curve (which is entered around time step
200, comp. Fig. 12a, is accompanied by a deceleration in the
human signal (between time step 220 and 380) and that this
is reflected nicely by the algorithm. However, before and after
the deceleration part the predicted signal differs considerably
from the human data.
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This phenomenon results from the fact that street parts
with a lower curvature allow a great variance in the driver’s
choice of speed depending on hard-to-access variables in-
cluding “mood” and “intention”, etc. where curves, especially
sharp curves, significantly restrict the driver’s behavior and
thus make it better predictable. We therefore conclude that
acceleration prediction with the presented method is only
useful for curve negotiation. The second observation is that
there are unwanted peaks in the predicted acceleration curve.
This happens because the system sometimes hooks on to
a different, similar looking road segments in the PAR, as
can be seen from Fig. 12b. Although the lanes are correctly
extracted the lookahead is not sufficient to distinguish this
situation properly from almost straight streets. We found that
our driver sometimes reacted to upcoming curves up to 8
seconds before entering them, requiring the system to have
a similar lookahead to correctly predict the driver. Humans
can see this far and make out even very faint features of the
road layout, which leads to such early reactions, computer
vision systems, however, cannot. The detected lanes at such
distances and the detected lane segments will, for smooth and
less descriptive situations, remain ambiguous leading to false
matches which causes these peaks.

According to the algorithmic flow shown in Fig. 9 critical
cases are a frequently undetected street, as well as the case that
the PAR did not contain a good enough match. In these cases
it is possible to work off a previously generated action plan,
but only as long such a plan is available. For the presented
tests the street detection rates were high: for s03 100%, for s05
96%, and for s06 98%. However, the case that no PAR match
was retrieved occurred relatively frequently: for s03 in 32%,
for s05 in 12%, and for s06 in 39% of all cases. For testing the
case of driving on an unknown street on s05 no PAR match
was retrieved in 39%. Despite these high rates it can be seen
from the Figs. 10 and 11, that for the entire duration action
signals were reliably produced. It is an important aspect of the
system that its ability to predict sequences adds considerable
robustness to its performance.

During the final review meeting of the DRIVSCO project
the system was demonstrated successfully observed by three
independent international reviewers, see [55]. The driver from
which the training data was obtained, i.e., who taught the sys-
tem, drove the first 20 minutes of the long tour and back, where
“back” corresponds to an unknown track situation as curves
are reverted. All components were shown to work reliably
together at the desired speed, the lane detection worked even
under challenging weather conditions where sunshine after
rain caused reflections. (A TV report of this is available on-
line [56].)

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have presented the DRIVSCO system, which learns
basic human driving (steering and acceleration control for
lane following) by observing the driver. We evaluated its
imitation performance on known and unknown tracks and
showed it to work reliably for steering and, in the case of curve
negotiation, also for acceleration prediction. In addition we

have implemented a novel form of data driven IMO detection.
Thus both, the learning algorithm as well as the IMO detection,
do not rely on predefined models which makes the system
widely applicable.

We demonstrated the use of the system output (steering
and IMO detection) for supporting the driver. A domain
in which this system may have future potential, is that of
intelligent driver assistance systems which automatically adapt
to individual driver behavior.

In contrast to most related work, DRIVSCO is an integrated
system implemented on a real car, in real-time, realized
by a multi-threaded, parallel CPU/GPU architecture which
uses data from real driving – not simulation. The learning
algorithm is deliberately simple and thus easy to understand
and implement. In the early stages of the project different
methods based on feed-forward and radial-basis-function net-
works were tested, however not achieving the performance
of the lazy learning approach presented here. Furthermore,
lazy learning offers the advantage that all information remains
human interpretable, which is convenient for error analysis as
opposed to learning algorithms which transform information
into subsymbolic knowledge which is, for example, the case
with neural networks. The system predicts sequences of ex-
pected human behavior as opposed to a moment-to-moment
control. This makes it a) more stable, e.g., in case of unreliable
or lacking sensory input it can use predictions as a fall-back
plan, and b) it allows for proactive control, i.e., warnings can
be issued based on the predicted behavior instead of the current
one.

The system has been specifically designed for motorways
and country roads, hence driving situations with limited con-
text. To apply imitation learning to more difficult driving
situations (e.g., city) appears currently infeasible as driving
decisions are in these cases far too diverse and state-action
descriptions would become too complex. Furthermore, we
observed that acceleration signals are very non-descriptive
when driving in uncritical situations (e.g., straight road) be-
cause drivers follow their mood. This contributes strongly
to the high variance observed in the acceleration data. As a
consequence, longitudinal control (or warning) becomes only
useful whenever a driver is forced to drive with less leeway
(e.g., in front of sharp curves). This notion is important when
considering the psychological acceptance of individualized
driving aids. One of their central features must be to not
unnecessarily interfere with the driver. Hence, in uncritical
situations systems should remain silent and acceleration should
remain in the hands of the driver.

To improve the presented system one should furthermore
consider to extend the system’s lookahead, beyond that of
machine vision. This could be achieved, for example, by
integrating GPS information and digital maps.

One interesting aspect concerning industrial applications is
the potential use of this system for night driving support.
Under bad illumination conditions the human’s sensing pro-
cess is obviously limited, however, by using infrared light the
system’s sensing is less affected, given that the lane detection
process is adequately adapted to the new circumstances. Thus,
the system can use its knowledge about driving acquired
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during the day to support the human in the more difficult
situation of night driving.
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